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Abstract

We propose a low complexity, graph based linear minimum meansquare error (LMMSE) filter in which the
non-white characteristics of a random process are taken into account. Our method corresponds to block LMMSE
filtering, and has the advantage of complexity linearly increasing with the block length and the ease of incorporating
thea priori information of the input signals whenever possible. The proposed method can be used with any random
process with a known autocorrelation function with the helpof an approximation to an autoregressive (AR) process.
We show through extensive simulations that our method performs very close to the optimal block LMMSE filtering
for Gaussian input signals.

Index Terms

LMMSE filtering, colored noise, AR-process modelling, Gaussian message passing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Together with the development of factor graphs and Gaussianmessage passing algorithms on linear state space
models, filtering operations have lately been implemented with less computational complexity and less need for
memory [1], [2]. One example is the LMMSE filtering which is infact equivalent to performing two-way Kalman
filtering operations through a factor graph under Gaussian assumption [1]. The recently studied version of the
LMMSE filtering was implemented on a factor graph under additive white Gaussian noise in [3], [4] with a linearly
increasing complexity over block size of the input signal whereas the computational complexity of the conventional
block LMMSE filtering is increasing approximately with the cube of the block size.

The factor graph approach to LMMSE filtering under white Gaussian noise in [3] provides a practical receiver
structure particularly for the inter-symbol interference(ISI) channel which is frequently encountered in wireless
communications. However, there are other problems in the literature in which the characteristics of non-white
noise processes are needed to be taken into consideration. For example, in Faster than Nyquist (FTN) Signaling
method [5] and channel shortening for long, sparse ISI channels [6], the inherent non-white noise processes are
handled by various solutions including whitening filters. In addition, colored noise processes also appear in the
radar problems [7] and the speech enhancement problems [8].

Although forward Kalman filtering matrix operations are adapted for the noise statistics with Gaussian AR process
in [8], there is no work on factor graphs which includes the effect of the colored noise in the literature within
the knowledge of the authors. Hence, what we propose is a factor graph based LMMSE filtering approach which
implements two-ways Kalman filtering operations through the graph with the ability of including the characteristics
of the non-white Gaussian noise. We basically extend the state variables on the factor graph of [3] by joining them
with the variables of the noise process as introduced in [8].The proposed method which can be generalized to other
noise statistics through an approximation is studied underthe Gaussian AR noise processes in this paper. Through
extensive simulations it is shown that the proposed technique which has the advantage of linearly increasing
computational complexity and less requirement of memory performs very close to the optimal block LMMSE
filtering solution for Gaussian input signals.

Another benefit of the proposed method comes from its factor graph based structure in which the existing
a priori information of the input signals can be effortlessly incorporated as needed in many iterative communication
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receivers. Hence, it can be a practical way of block LMMSE filtering for the mentioned problems with non-white
noise processes.

The paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II. Section III presents a general graph
based implementation of LMMSE filters and our proposed low complexity LMMSE filter for wide-sense stationary
colored noise processes. In Section IV, performance results of the proposed method are provided in comparison
with the results of the block LMMSE filter and the LMMSE performed under a white noise assumption. Section V
concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The notations used in the paper are as given below. Lower caseletters (e.g.,x) denote scalars, lower case bold
letters (e.g.,x) denote vectors, upper case bold letters (e.g.,X) denote matrices. For a given random variablex;
mx, vx andwx denote its mean, variance and weight respectively wherewx = v−1

x . For a given vector random
variablex; Rx,mx,Vx,Wx denote its autocorrelation matrix, mean vector, covariance matrix and weight matrix
respectively whereWx = Vx

−1. The indicators()∗ and()H denote conjugate and Hermitian transpose operations
respectively. Finally,E{} denotes the expectation operator.

We consider the system given in Figure 1. The source sequence{x(k)} is generated according to a zero-mean

Estimator
(LMMSE Filtering)

Source
ISI Channel

n

r
x̂

x h

Fig. 1. System Model

circularly symmetric complex white Gaussian process with avariance of1, i.e., x(k) ∼ CN(0, 1) and the noise
sequence{n(k)} is generated according to apth order AR process as defined in [9]

n(k) =

p
∑

j=1

a(j)n(k − j) + w(k), (1)

wherew(k) is a zero-mean circularly symmetric complex white Gaussianprocess with a variance ofσ2
w, i.e.,

w(k) ∼ CN(0, σ2
w), andaj ’s are known AR process parameters. The multipath channel effect which is a commonly

observed problem in wireless communications can also be included in the system model via an ISI channel gain
vector ofh with L+ 1 taps. Then, the noisy observationr(k) at timek is

r(k) =

L
∑

i=0

h(i)x(k − i) + n(k) k = 1, 2, . . . , N + L (2)

whereN is the length of the input sequence,Es is defined as the average transmitted signal energy, i.e.Es ,
∑L

i=0 E{|h(i)|
2} and N0 is defined as the variance of the zero-mean noise process, i.e., N0 , E{|n(k)|2}.

ParametersN0, aj ’s and σ2
w are related by Yule-Walker equations in [9]. We keepN0 constant by adjusting

aj ’s andσ2
w accordingly.

III. GRAPH BASED LMMSE FILTERING

A. General Graph Approach to LMMSE Filtering

A general factor graph based LMMSE filter for a system described via (2) was previously proposed in [2].
The factor graph which is applicable for any kind of stationary noise process is shown in Figure 2 wherebk

denotes thekth column vector of the channel convolution matrix andn denotes the noise vector which are both
length of (N + L). It should be noted that each branch on the graph correspondsto either a set of state variables
in vector form or a single state variable. For example,Sk represents the state variable vector of(bkx(k)), i.e.,
Sk = [0 . . . 0 h(0)x(k) h(1)x(k) . . . h(L)x(k) 0 . . . 0]T , which is non-zero betweenkth and (k + L)th entries,
andn represents the state variable vector of[n(1) n(2) . . . n(N + L)]T .
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Fig. 2. General Factor Graph of LMMSE Filtering Operation

The block LMMSE filtering operation is implemented with the help of this factor graph by applying the Gaussian
message passing rules in [2] which operates on the mean and variance values of the state variables. This message
passing algorithm is performed through a forward recursionfollowing the same directions as the arrows on the
graph and a backward recursion following the reverse directions. The idea of using existinga priori information
in the LMMSE filtering operation proposed in [10] is also included in the graph model by the incoming branches
of x(1), x(2), . . . , x(N) andn. The main purpose of the message passing algorithm is to calculate thea posteriori
mean and variance values of the input source sequence by use of the incoming(−→mxk

,−→v xk
) and outgoing messages

(←−mxk
,←−v xk

) resulting from the forward and backward recursions as below[2], [4]

vpostxk
=(−→v −1

xk
+←−v −1

xk
)−1, (3)

mpost
xk

=vpostxk
(−→v −1

xk

−→mxk
+←−v −1

xk

←−mxk
). (4)

The incoming messages−→mxk
and−→v xk

are determined by the existinga priori information of the input signal
and are set to0 and 1 respectively in the setting studied here since the source isassumed to generate a white
complex Gaussian signal sequence asx(k) ∼ CN(0, 1). With the help of the observation vectorr, characteristics
of the noise process and the incoming messages(−→mxk

,−→v xk
), the outgoing messages←−mxk

and←−v xk
can be reached

through the message passing rules given in [2] as follows where W̃κ represents the auxiliary quantity for the
specified vectorκ as defined in [2]

W̃r̃ ,

(−→
V r̃ +

←−
V r̃

)

−1
(5)

W̃r̃ =W̃Sk
for k = 1, 2, . . . , N (6)

←−v xk
=w̃−1

xk
−−→v xk

(7)

=
(

bH
k W̃r̃bk

)

−1
−−→v xk

(8)

←−mxk
=w̃−1

xk
bH
k W̃r̃

←−
mSk

(9)

=
(

bH
k W̃r̃bk

)

−1
bH
k W̃r̃

←−mSk
(10)

where

←−mSk
=←−mr̃ −

N
∑

l=1

bl
−→mxl

+ bk
−→mxk

. (11)

In our case, the noise is a zero-mean process with the autocorrelation matrixRn which results in
←−
V r̃ = Rn and

←−
mr̃ = r in (5) and (11) wherẽr is the noise free observation vector. The computational complexity of this system
is mainly determined by (5) and approximatelyO(N3) since the state variable vectorr̃ in (5) containsN elements.
We use the performance results of this algorithm as a benchmark to those of our proposed low complexity graph
detailed in Section III-B.
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Fig. 3. Enhanced Factor Graph for LMMSE Filtering under AR Noise Process

B. Enhanced Graph for LMMSE Filtering under AR Noise Process

A later study in [3] accomplishes to decrease theO(N3) complexity of the graph based algorithm given in
Section III-A to anO(N(L + 1)2) complexity under the white noise scenario by separating theobservation and
noise vectors into scalar elements. However, this separation does not work under a non-white noise process since
the observations conditioned on the input sequence are no longer independent. Hence, there is no work proposing
a low complexity factor graph for colored noise case within the knowledge of the authors. On the other hand, the
authors of [8] discuss the forward Kalman filtering operations under an order-p Gaussian AR noise process and
propose to concatenate the set of state variables includingthe input sequence and the set of noise variables of length
p. Hence, the main basis of our method is to apply this idea to the factor graph based LMMSE filtering operation
studied in [3] so as to implement the LMMSE approach having a linearly increasing computational complexity
with N under colored noise. In other words, we extend the state variable vector on the factor graph in [3] which
is composed of only the input sequence by joining the noise variables and we make the necessary adjustments to
preserve the smooth transition between the building blocksof the factor graph. This idea is also to be identified in
Figure 3 later.

In our factor graph representation the observation at timek is the same as in (2). Hence, thekth element of the
observation vectorr in (2) can be rewritten as

r(k) = h xk, where (12)

h =[h(L) . . . h(1) h(0) 0 . . . 0 1](1×L+p+1), and (13)

xk =[x(k − L) . . . x(k − 1) x(k) n(k − p+ 1) . . . n(k)]T . (14)

We use (12)-(14) in the construction of our factor graph representation which is depicted in Figure 3. The joint state
variables denoted byxk needs to be updated within each building block in the factor graph. For the transitions, we
define

G =









0L×1 IL 0L×1 0L×(p−1)

0 01×L 0 01×(p−1)

0(p−1)×1 0(p−1)×L 0(p−1)×1 Ip−1

0 01×L [ ——— a ——— ]









, (15)

F =









0L×1 0L×1

1 0
0(p−1)×1 0(p−1)×1

0 1









(16)

wherea is defined as the AR parameter vector, i.e.,a = [a(p) a(p−1) . . . a(1)], Ij denotes the identity matrix of
sizej × j, and0 denotes the all zero vector or matrix with specified sizes. The state variables are updated through
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the use ofF andG as follows:

xk = F [x(k) w(k)]T + yk, where (17)

yk = G xk−1. (18)

The state space representation from (17)-(18) can be followed on the factor graph given in Figure 3. In a similar
fashion with Section III-A, the mean and variance values of the state vectors or scalars on the factor graph in
Figure 3 are processed and updated by operating the Gaussianmessage passing rules derived in [2]–[4]. The main
purpose of the factor graph of this state space model is to findthe a posteriori mean and variance values of the
state variables(mpost

xk
,Vpost

xk
) by using the observation, noise characteristics and existing a priori information of

input signals through those operations. The Gaussian message passing rules are performed in both forward and
backward directions resulting in the incoming(−→mxk

,
−→
Vxk

) and outgoing messages(←−mxk
,
←−
Vxk

) respectively. From
these incoming and outgoing messages,a posteriori mean and variance values of the state variables are obtained
as follows [3], [4]:

V
post
xk

=(
−→
V−1

xk
+
←−
Wxk

)−1, (19)

m
post
xk

=V
post
xk

(
−→
V−1

xk

−→mxk
+
←−
Wxk

←−mxk
). (20)

We use these operations to reach the information on the statevariables from which the source signal related part
is extracted (noise part is stripped out) after performing the calculations given in (19)-(20). Thea posteriori mean
and variance values of interest are indeed included in the first row of the joint state variables. It should be pointed
out that the observation state variabler(k) has a mean value of thekth observation and variance value of0 which
could be realized by a very small value, such as10−5, through the message computations. Another important note
is that thea priori mean and variance values for the input signal at timek (mprior

x(k) ,vprior
x(k) ) are involved in the graph

in a way that they are concatenated with the mean and variancevalues of the zero mean white Gaussian noisew(k)
as in (17). Sincex(k) andw(k) are independent random variables, the totala priori information given to thekth

building block (mprior
k ,vprior

k ) can be written as:

m
prior
k

=

[

mprior

x(k)

0

]

, (21)

v
prior
k =

[

vprior
x(k)

0

0 σ2
w

]

. (22)

The source is assumed to generate a white complex Gaussian signal sequence asx(k) ∼ CN(0, 1), so we can say
thatmprior

x(k) = 0 andvprior
x(k) = 1 in (21) and (22).

The operations in each building block of the proposed factorgraph includes matrix computations of size(L+p+1)
wherep is the number of AR parameters of noise process. Therefore, the complexity of our proposed algorithm is
O(N(L+p+1)2) resulted from a similar way to [3]. It should be noted that ourmethod provides a linearly increasing
computational complexity withN for a non-white Gaussian AR noise process. Besides, it is still possible to use
the suggested approach for other non-white noise processesthrough an approximation as detailed in Section III-C.

C. Generalization to Other Processes

Although we propose a new factor graph based LMMSE filter for aspecific type of non-white noise process in
Section III-B, it is still possible to use the proposed method for any kind of stationary noise process by means
of an approximation. In other words, any wide-sense stationary noise process with known autocorrelation function
can be approximated to an AR process by using the Yule-Walkerequations [9] given as

R(j) =

{

∑p
i=1 a(i)R(−i) + σ2

w for j = 0
∑p

i=1 a(i)R(j − i) for j > 0.
(23)
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whereR(i)’s are the samples of the autocorrelation function. By choosing a proper value ofp and utilizing the first
p+1 values of the autocorrelation function samples in (23), approximate AR process parameters,a(1), a(2), . . . , a(p),
and the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise term in(1), σ2

w, can be obtained. Although we have results
related to this approximation [11], further elaboration isbeyond the scope of this script.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, performance results of the proposed LMMSE filtering method described in Section III-B for the
system given in (2) with the input sequence length ofN = 1000 are presented in terms of mean square error
(MSE) in Figure 4. For comparison, the performance results of the general graph based LMMSE filtering which
corresponds to block LMMSE filter (optimal solution for our case) as mentioned in Section III-A and LMMSE
filtering method studied in [3] under the assumption of a white Gaussian noise process are also given for the same
configuration. The simulations are conducted for the noise processes of first order AR (p = 1) with parameters
a(1) = 0.9 and a(1) = 0.98 respectively for a multi-path static channel of

√

Es/6 [1 2 0 0 0 1]. As verified

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

10
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0
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White Assumption a(1)=0.98

Fig. 4. Performance of the Proposed Factor Graph Based LMMSEFilter under AR Gaussian Noise Process

from Figure 4, our proposed method is equivalent to the blockLMMSE filter. In addition, it can be seen that the
factor graph based LMMSE in [3] under the white noise assumption performs worse than the methods in which
the non-white characteristics of the noise process are taken into consideration as expected. Moreover, we have
observed that its performance loss increases as the noise correlation increases, i.e.,a(1) increases, since it does
not use the correlation information of the noise process. Consequentially, although the performance loss of the
white noise assumption may be ignored for the lower correlations of the noise process, our proposed factor graph
seems to be a good choice with its low complexity and higher performance for applications involving high noise
correlations in some communication and signal processing problems. Moreover, we have done other simulations
for noise processes havingp > 1 under different number of channel taps which are not given here due to lack
of space. However, the performance of the proposed graph always fits very well with the block LMMSE filtering
solution.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a low complexity factor graph-based LMMSE filtering method for non-white noise
processes which are encountered in some communication and signal processing problems such as FTN signaling,
clutter suppression in radar systems and speech enhancement. Our method in which the statistics of the colored
noise are taken into account seems to be an attractive solution to implement the LMMSE filtering operation owing to
its linearly increasing computational complexity with theblock length of the input signal. Although it is developed
and simulated for the AR noise processes in this paper, the generalization to other stationary processes with known
(or estimated) autocorrelation function through an approximation to a proper order AR process is feasible.
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